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TERRORISM IN INDIA



These four and half years 

are the worst in India‟s 

history of fighting terrorism. 

It is a spectacular four and 

a half years of mayhem 

(next to Iraq) when not one 

terrorist has been caught, 

not one major case solved 

(for vote banks).

-- Indian Express, Shekhar Gupta, Aug 2, 2008



4000+ were killed in 

terrorist attacks. 

India is next to Iraq 

both in terror 

deaths and terror 

incidents. 

Source: The National Counterterrorism Centre in 

Washington & Dr. Subramanian Swamy



Manifesto of SIMI Terror Outfit
(Indian Mujahideen is latest Student Islamic Movement of India 

responsible for many terrorist attacks during last 4.5 years)

http://www.hindtoday.com/Blogs/Docs/The_Rise_of_Jihad.pdf



SIMI will raise the illustrious 

banner of Jihad against the 

Hindus and all those who fight 

and resist us, and have begun 

our revenge with the help and 

permission of Allah a terrifying 

revenge of our blood, our lives 

and our honour that will, Insha

Allah, terminate your (Hindu) 

survival on this land. 

Manifesto of SIMI Terror Outfit

Contd…



Hindus need to realize that the 

falsehood of your 33 crore dirty and 

idols and the blasphemy of your deaf, 

dumb, mute and naked idols of Ram, 

Krishna and Hanuman (words spelt in 

lower case) are not all going to save 

your necks from being slaughtered by 

our hands. We demand that Hindus 

change their attitudes lest another 

(Mohammad) Ghori shakes your 

foundations and lest another Ghaznavi

massacre you, “proving Hindu blood to 

be the cheapest of all mankind”. 

Manifesto of SIMI Terror Outfit

Contd…



O leader of disbelieving cowards and 

eunuchs, Narendra Modi! O you base-born 

of illegitimate birth! O you spineless coward! 

You boast of the pride of Gujarat and pride of 

Gujaratis. You brag of your filthy faith and 

conviction in Hindutva. You are the one who 

claims to be committed and devoted to 

Gujarat. You sick politician who used Hinduism 

to complete your evil desires. Look! We are 

back with the Will of Allah, striking in your 

own land. With the Will of Allah, assaulting and 

ruining your own cities, raiding and ravaging 

your own territory! Show us where has all your 

Gujarati asmita (pride) gone?

Manifesto of SIMI Terror Outfit

Contd…



Look, you have incurred Allah's Wrath, You 

have provoked the Mujahideen to massacre 

you and your five and a half crore multitude 

of pathetic infidels who tortured us in the 

post- Godhra riots asking “where is your 

Allah?” Here He Is, The Most Supreme, The 

Most Sublime, with His Punishment to 

chastise you by our hands. We swear by 

Allah in Whose Hands are our lives, we will 

make you, O Modi, an example and a lesson, 

that the enemies of Islam should learn from. 

This is our beginning! Our commencement! 

Our Opening Launch! To burn you alive in 

your own Hell - your own Gujarat.

Manifesto of SIMI Terror Outfit

Contd…



“Fight them (the disbelievers), Allah will 

punish them by your hands and bring 

them to disgrace, and give you victory 

over them and He will heal the hearts of 

those who believe.” (Qur'an9:14).

Here we begin the answer to your tyranny

and oppression, raising the illustrious banner 

of Jihad against the Hindus and all those who 

fight and resist us, and here we begin our 

revenge with the Help and Permission of Allah,

A terrifying revenge of our blood, our 

lives, and our honor that will Insha-Allah 

terminate your survival on this land.

Manifesto of SIMI Terror Outfit

Contd…



SIMI Email message just 5 minutes 

before July 2008 Ahmedabad Blasts

"Wait only for five minutes from now! Wait for 

the Mujahideen and Fidayeen of Islam who will 

make you feel the terror of Jihad. And stop 

them if you can. Feel the havoc cast into your 

hearts by Allah, the Almighty, face His Dreadful 

Punishment, and suffer the results of fighting 

the Muslims and the Mujahideen. Await the 

anguish, agony, sorrow and pain. Await, only for 

5 minutes, to feel the fear of death." 

Just 5 minutes after the email, 50 

people are blown up to smithereens.

Manifesto of SIMI Terror Outfit



What is 

SIMI?



Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, 

www.gurumurthy.net and Rediff interview on Sept 2, 2003

Students Islamic Movement of India (SIMI) was founded 

in 1977 by Mohammad Ahmaddullah Siddiqi, Professor 

of Journalism and Public Relations at Western Illinois 

University, Macomb, Illinois, “To make Holy Koran the 

governing text of human life, propagation of Islam, and 

Jihad in the cause of Islam” as founding goals. In 

Rediff interview in 2003, the professor claims the 

Organization he found was completely different from 

what it is now. He said he was out of it in 1980 and last 

contact was in 2001 when he told SIMI activists that 

the course they are taking is absolutely wrong.

What is SIMI?

Students Islamic 

Movement of India (SIMI)

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


SIMI is NOT run by uneducated, 

misdirected and poor Muslim youth 

but by educated, privileged and 

moneyed, who are capable of sending 

spate of terror mails hacking Wi-Fi 

connections.

It’s ultimate aim is to have an Islamic 

Caliphate with an islamic India an 

integral part of such an arrangement.

Rediff.com, M.R. Venkatesh, http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm

What is SIMI?

http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm


SIMI is reported to get generous financial 

assistance from:

1) World Assembly of Muslim Youth, 

Riyadh (Saudi Arabia) 

2) The International Islamic Federation 

of Students‟ Organizations in Kuwait 

3) ISI, Pakistan. 

Rediff.com, M.R. Venkatesh, http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm,

Daily Excelsior, Free flow of funds sustains Terrorism, 

http://www.dailyexcelsior.com/02apr17/edit.htm#3

http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=muslim_world_league

Center for Security Policy in Washington reported in 2003 that Saudi spend 

70 billion dollars in international aid, 2/3rd for building mosques and 

religious schools between 1975 to 2002. In addition, Private Saudi Citizens 

donate many billions more for Wahabbi projects (which teach most 

intolerant form of Islam).

What is SIMI?

http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm
http://www.dailyexcelsior.com/02apr17/edit.htm
http://www.historycommons.org/entity.jsp?entity=muslim_world_league


SIMI gets operation and 

training assistance from:

1) Jamaat-e-Islam units in 

Pakistan, Bangla Desh & 

Nepal 

2) Hizb-ul-Mujahideen and 

Harkat-ul-Jehad-al Islami

Bangla Desh

Rediff.com, M.R. Venkatesh, http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm

What is SIMI?

http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm


SIMI does not believe in concept of 

Indian Nation, Culture and Values. To 

achieve its self-professed goal, SIMI 

seeks to wage low-intensity war against 

the Government of India so as to liquidate 

the very concept of India. 

In this attempt, SIMI seeks to utilise the 

youth in the propagation of Islam and 

also to mobilise support for Jihad and 

establish a Shariat-based Islamic rule in 

India through Islami Inqilab.

What is SIMI?

Rediff.com, M.R. Venkatesh, http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm

http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm


SIMI is at war with India. In this 

war SIMI gets all the funding, 

training as well as strategic 

help from various countries. If 

Osama bin Laden provides 

ideological inspiration, Pakistan, 

Saudi Arabia provides it 

strategic, financial and military 

support, overtly or covertly.

What is SIMI?

Rediff.com, M.R. Venkatesh, http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm

http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm


The primary powers 

behind jihad build-up in 

India, and the resulting 

terror and mayhem 

created there are Saudi 

Arabia and Pakistan.

“Unraveling India” Muthuswamy, Frontpagemag.com, Aug 12, 2008

What is SIMI?



The state-sponsored Saudi Charities, as 

part of the grand vision of the so-

called"defensive jihad” (funding Muslim 

insurgencies in Non-Muslim majority 

nations in order to create separate home 

lands for Muslims), worked to 

deliberately drive a wedge between 

Muslim minorities and non-Muslim 

majority in many nations. 

“Unraveling India” Muthuswamy, Frontpagemag.com, Aug 12, 2008

What is SIMI?

New Mosques were established and 

material hate of unbelievers was 

distributed and preached.



SIMI lies exclusively in India. 

But it is patently unjust to 

blame entire community. Quite 

the contrary, the rise and 

success of SIMI is a direct 

product of secular polity and 

the manner in which successive 

governments have handled this 

convoluted, yet crucial issue.

Rediff.com, M.R. Venkatesh, http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm

What is SIMI?

http://www.rediff.com/news/2008/sep/17guest.htm


The back-to-back serial blasts show 

exceptional levels of organizational 

ability, inspiration and logistical support 

in both men & material, and importantly 

wide following of extremism among 

Indian Muslim population.

Indian Jihadis have shown only a 

small measure of what they are 

capable of (bleeding India 

indefinitely until it is destroyed)

“Unraveling India” Muthuswamy, Frontpagemag.com, Aug 12, 2008

What is SIMI?



GLIMPSE OF 

MAYHEM BY 

SIMI IN LAST 

4+ YEARS



JULY 5, 2005 

AYODHYA RAM 

MANDIR ATTACK

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



OCT 29, 2005

55 KILLED 

155 INJURED

DELHI BLASTS
(Diwali Shoppers)

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAR 7, 2006

10 KILLED 

40 INJURED

VARANASI BLASTS
(HANUMAN TEMPLE)

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



JULY 11, 2006

209 KILLED 

700 INJURED

MUMBAI BLASTS 
(GUJARATHI BUSINESSMEN)

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



SEPT 8, 2006

37 KILLED

125 INJURED

MAHARASHTRA 

BLASTS

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA

(Mosques - to create riots 

between Hindus & Muslims)



MAY 18, 2007 

14 KILLED 

50 INJURED

HYDERABAD 

BLASTS

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA

(Masjid - to create riots 

between Hindus & Muslims)



AUG 25, 2007

42 KILLED

50 INJURED

HYDERABAD BLASTS 

(Lumbini Park & 

Restaurant)

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAY 13, 2008

60 KILLED 

150 INJURED

JAIPUR BLASTS
(HANUMAN TEMPLE)

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



JULY 25, 2008

2 KILLED

20 INJURED

BANGALORE 

BLASTS

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



JULY 28, 2008

55 KILLED

200 INJURED

AHMEDABAD BLASTS

(blasts in front of hospital 

emergency to inflict maximum 

human loss and sorrow)

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



SEPT 13, 2008

20 KILLED 

90 INJURED

NEW DELHI 

BLASTS

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



Nov 26, 2008

173 KILLED 

308 INJURED

BOMBAY

26/11 TERROR

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



Chatrapathi

Shivaji Railway 

Terminus after 

26/11 attack

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



Two foreign nationals held hostage for 24 hours 

during Nov 26 Mumbai attack

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA



Pictures at Chahbad house, Nov 26, 2008 Mumbai attack

See the chilling video on how Pakistani handlers 

monitored the Mumbai 26/11 massacre with a final 

warning,"This is a sample, real one is yet to come”.

http://mumbaihangout.org/index.php?option=com_con

tent&task=view&id=3811&Itemid=1

MAYHEM BY SIMI IN INDIA

http://mumbaihangout.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=3811&Itemid=1
http://mumbaihangout.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=3811&Itemid=1


PAKISTAN –

BANGLADESH 

PLAN WITH SIMI

A MUGHALISTAN

TO SPLIT INDIA 



PAKISTAN – BANGLADESH PLAN WITH 

SIMI A MUGHALISTAN TO SPLIT INDIA

Developed by Mughalstan

Research Institute of Jahangir 

Nagar University (Bangladesh) 

under partronate of Pakistan 

ISI (Inter Services Intelligence) 

and Bangladesh DGFI (Director 

of General of Forces 

Intelligence). Osama bin Laden, 

Dawood Ibrahim (underworld 

don, 1993 Mumbai bombings), 

Jammat-e-Islami, Lakshar-e-

Tayyaba working in tandem 

with SIMI are supporting this 

Jihad against India.

http://mughalistan.wordpress.com/

http://mughalistan.wordpress.com/


How did SIMI

grow to this 

menacing 

proportions? 



SIMI was receiving open & clandestine patronage of seculars.

Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

Sept 2001: NDA Government first banned SIMI 

(opposed by Sonia & others).

Sept 2003: NDA Government extended the ban. 

Sept 2005: UPA Government under Sonia did NOT 

extend the ban that helped to revive disintegrating SIMI. 

Aug 2006: UPA Government finally banned after found it 

to be involved in several terrorism activities.

Aug 2008: Ban removed by high court due to 

insufficient evidence from UPA (this is soon after 

Gujarat, Bangalore, blasts!!) but banned by Supreme 

Court after outcry.

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

Sonia Gandhi, Ambika Soni, 

Prakash Jaiswal, Mulayam Singh 

opposed the first ban on SIMI in 

2001. Not only so, they were 

advocates of SIMI. When POTA 

was introduced by NDA in 2002, 

Sonia censured the Govt for 

banning SIMI, saying it was not 

involved in terrorist activities.

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

Salman Khurshid, 

President of UP 

Congress Committee

Ram Naresh 

Yadav, ex-CM of 

Congress Party

Laloo Yadav

Ambika Soni 

(Catholic, current 

Cabinet Minister, 

close to Sonia)

Shri Prakash 

Jaiswal (Current 

Union Minister of 

State for Home!!)

Mulayam Singh 

Yadav

Sonia Gandhi

Why: Muslim Vote Bank

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


NDA ban in 2001 – How did seculars react?

“Apart from being lop-sided, the action on SIMI is ill-

timed. Just when the international environment is 

exceptionally tense, it is not in the national interest to take 

any steps that would disturb the domestic scene. But the 

BJP is far more interested in reaping the electoral harvest 

in UP by seeking to divide the people on communal lines 

than in the enlightened self-interest of the nation.” 

Ambika Soni opposing 

NDA ban on SIMI in 2001

-- Ambika Soni was Former General Secy of AICC. She is currently 

Minister of Cultural Affairs. (Note: She is a Catholic who submitted 

petition to Supreme Court that Rama does not exist, hurting sentiments 

of Hindus worldwide. Would she say Jesus or Allah does not exist?).

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

(Fundamentalist Catholic who submitted 

Petition to Supreme Court that Rama never 

existed & Rama Sethu can be destroyed)



During 2001, Prakash Jaiswal who was 

President of the state unit of the Congress 

and Samajwadi Party opposed the ban on the 

Students' Islamic Movement of India (SIMI). 

They maintained the view that the Hindu 

fundamentalist outfits like the Vishwa Hindu 

Parishad (VHP) and the Bajrang Dal were 

more threat to the national security than 

SIMI (with a view of forthcoming Assembly 

elections in the state in UP)

Prakash Jaiswal 

(State Minister of 

HOME)

Mulayam 

Singh Yadav

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



“It was unable to function in any 

manner because all its members were 

demoralised or had crossed the age of 

30 years which automatically 

disentitled them to continue as a 

member of SIMI... and due to lack of 

offices and as all its accounts were 

frozen, some of the erstwhile members 

also had to fight criminal cases foisted 

against them by the state.”

What happened to SIMI due to ban placed 

from 2001 through 2005 (by NDA)

Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


Because Sonia Gandhi and her party 

opposed the first ban on SIMI in 2001. 

They were not only admirers of SIMI, 

but also its advocates - yes, really, 

advocates as Salman Khurshid, 

president of the Uttar Pradesh 

Congress committee, was the counsel 

defending SIMI in the high court and in 

the Supreme Court against the ban. 

Why was the ban NOT extended by Sonia 

Govt. when it expired in Sept 2005?

Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


Institute for Conflict Management, 

headed by KPS Gill, the terror of 

Punjabi terrorists has catalogued 

over 100 incidents from 2000 to July 

2008 that characterised SIMI as a 

terror outfit. It‟s cadre has been 

charged as motivators and 

perpetrators in major attacks from 

2002 to 2008. 

Was there no evidence against SIMI?

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


State governments, including Congress 

and communist governments and the 

UPA government at the Centre, had 

told courts and the Parliament at 

different times that SIMI was an anti-

national, terrorist organisation; that it 

was linked to Lashker-e-Toiba and 

other Islamist terror outfits; that huge 

quantities of arms and ammunition 

including RDX were seized from their 

hideouts and cadres.

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


NOTE: Anti-terrorism laws were known to be misused by authorities 

for political purposes and minorities. It allowed police detention for 

180 days and shifted burden of proof on the accused.

Anti – Terrorism Laws in India

TADA (Terrorist & Disruptive Activities Prevention Act) This was 

early on legislation from Congress that lapsed in 1995 due to campaign of 

activists on its misuse.

POTO (Prevention of Terrorism Ordinance): Revived by NDA in wake 

of 9/11 disaster in US in 2001 using models of similar laws in US/UK.

POTA (Prevention of Terrorism Act) was enacted by NDA in 2002 with 

joint sessions of parliament after terrorist attack on paliament. It expanded 

on POTO. This was opposed by Sonia and her party and several congress ruled 

states were asked not to implement it. 

POTA WAS SCRAPPED BY Sonia Lead UPA IN 2004.

However, instead of replacing the law with any required safeguards, under 

pressure from Muslims and"human right activists” it was scrapped altogether.

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


What is effect of scrapping of POTA in 2004 and 

removal of ban on SIMI in Sept 2005

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

15-Aug-04 Assam Bomb explosion in Assam, killing mostly school children.

5-Jul-05 Ayodhya Ram Janmabhoomi temple attack in Ayodhya

29-Oct-05 New Delhi

Three powerful serial blasts in New Delhi at different market 

places aimed at Diwali shoppers.

7-Mar-06 Varanasi

Three synchronized attacks in Varanasi at Hanuman temple and 

railway station.

11-Jul-06 Mumbai

Series of 7 train bombings in Mumbai first class compartments 

aimed at Gujarathi businessmen.

8-Sep-06 Maharashtra Series of bomb blasts in Melegaon, Maharashtra (Mosques).

20-Feb-07 Twin blasts on train from Delhi to Pakistan.

18-May-07 Hyderabad Bombing at Mosque.

15-Aug-07 Hyderabad

40 people killed at bombing at Hyderabad‟s Open Air Auditorum & 

Restaurant.

13-May-08 Jaipur

9 bomb blasts across 6 areas in Jaipur at marketplace teeming 

with people near popular Hanuman Shrine. 60 killed and 150 

wounded

25-Jul-08 Bangalore

Seven Blasts killed two people. Eight low intensity blasts in six 

places in span of our hour.

26-Jul-08 Ahmedabad

4 9 died in 17 blasts within an hour in residential areas, market 

places, public transport and hospitals. A number of unexploded 

bombs have been found.

13-Sep-08 New Delhi

21 died and 100 wounded in serial blasts (5 bombs in less than ½ 

hour).



National Security advisor M.K. 

Narayanan confirmed unearthing of 

800 terror cells by intelligence 

agencies in just last 4 years. What 

is significant about this is this is 

during a period when activity from 

Pakistan has been the minimal. 

Compare this with no more than 300 

ISI-backed terror modules between 

1996 & 2004. 

Source: The Economic Times, Aug 13, 2008 & others

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



How did Sonia‟s UPA Govt handle 

terror investigations?

“Ask senior police officers there - even 

Congress chief ministers if they‟d dare to 

speak the truth - and they will tell you 

how they pulled away in fright, under 

pressure from the Centre for 

targeting and upsetting Muslims 

(voters) in their investigations.

This proceeded neatly alongside the utterly 

communalised discourse on the Afzal Guru 

hanging issue.”

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

--- Indian Express, Shekhar Gupta, Aug 2, 2008



“The talk of Naxalism in a week when two of 

our most important cities saw serial-

bombings and a third had 23 unexploded 

bombs recovered, is not a digression.

It underlines the unmoving, thick-

skinned, incompetent and 

pusillanimous response to terror from 

this government.

What is worse, it is even politically loaded. 

And while, ultimately, the UPA may be made 

to pay for it electorally, too many lives are 

being lost meanwhile, and too much damage 

is being done to India‟s image.”

--- Indian Express, Shekhar Gupta, Aug 2, 2008

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



“And if it is not guilty of communalising our 

internal security policy, how does it explain 

sitting on special anti-terror laws in all BJP-

run states when exactly similar ones have 

been passed for the Congress states?

Now you can say special laws are good or 

bad, but they must be equally so for all 

citizens in all states. If these laws are good, 

or necessary, then citizens in BJP - run states 

have as much need - and right - to get their 

protection as those in the Congress states.” 

Don‟t citizens in Opposition ruled states not 

deserve same protection as Congress ruled States?

--- Indian Express, Shekhar Gupta, Aug 2, 2008

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



Sonia led UPA does not allow 

the opposition ruled states to 

enact laws for fighting terror,

while allowing similar for congress 

ruled states. 

For e.g., home ministry refused to 

give consent to GUJCOC, Gujarat 

Control of Organized Crime. Similar 

law in Rajasthan was not allowed.

… Indian Express, Shekhar Gupta, Aug 2, 2008 & DMA NewsDesk, Sept 14, 2008

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



Don‟t Citizens of India deserve same protection 

as Politicians avail themselves of?

Millions of public funds are 

utilized to provide security cover 

to the corrupt politicians. Sonia 

Gandhi and others get Z-plus 

category security can 

pontificate. 

Let them have courage to 

reduce their security or have 

their loved ones suffer the same 

as common citizen. Then the 

tune will change. 

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



In India it only requires 35-40% to win elections, with 

rest divided across many parties. The reason Sonia‟s 

appointed PM Manmohan Singh says Muslims have 

first right to country‟s resources is because with lock 

on 20-25% Muslim Votes and 10-15% Christian votes 

they have lock on Country‟s power. 

It is a cold calculation where the rest of the country 

(Hindus, Sikhs, Jains, Parsis etc) will be given 

second class citizen status prompting outright 

appeasement policies and encouragement of 

missionaries in India. That is the reason Sonia‟s UPA 

would not want to touch Bangla Deshi infiltration or 

hang Afzal & engage in policies to divide Hindu vote 

such as OBC reservations.

SIMI was receiving open & clandestine patronage of seculars

Why Obsession with Muslim Vote Bank

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



The block vote of Muslims and Christians is 

another major factor. In a precinct where only 

40% of Hindus vote while 90% of Muslims and 

Christians Vote, the effect of smaller percentage 

of Muslims and Christians is much greater. 

Take an example of 100 people with 30 

(Muslims + Christians) and 70 Hindus. 40% of 

Hindus come to 28 votes. 90% of 

Muslims+Christians vote come to 27 votes. So, 

a simple division of Hindu vote will give a lock 

on India‟s power & perpetuate dynasty.

Since Sonia, an Italian Catholic, came to power, conversions in 

India has gone into overdrive. With 5 Christian Chief Ministers 

and all her close confidants fundamentalist Christians she is out 

to Christianize India. -- Francois Gautier in “Is India heading towards a 

Christian India”.

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



Afzal Guru Episode -

Emboldened 

Terrorists?

Afzal Guru, native of Kashmir was sentenced to 

death for his role in attack on Indian Parliament in 

December 2001 in which seven security members 

including a female constable were killed. His 

conviction was upheld on appeal by two courts, 

including Supreme Court of India. Till today, Sonia 

led UPA has not executed the Court order. This, 

along with other indications gave a clear signal to 

terrorists that it is dealing with a country that is 

soft on terrorism.

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



The Afzal Guru Episode – How did seculars react?

Arundhati Roy, social activist canvassed for 

clemency for Afzal. But where is all the sympathy 

for the patriotic female jawan with six month old 

baby who laid her life to save the parliament 

members. Disgusted with Government handling, the 

families of Jawans returned the medals 

posthumously awarded to them.

She is also supporting division of Kashmir from 

India as if it is her personal property. Would she be 

willing to give away her home? Has she talked on 

behalf of half million Kashmiri Hindus who are 

terrorised & driven away from their homes by 

Kashmiri terrorists and are living in subhuman 

homes for last 18 years? Can she go to Pakistan 

and take the case of Baluchistan and walk one day 

in the street? Or against the Vested Property Act in 

Bangla Desh. These Pseudo-secular with 

medals from West are burden of India.

Arundhati 

Roy, Activist 

Keralite 

Christian, Anti-

Nationalist

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



Losing sleep for terror suspect but never for 

terror victims - Encouraging Terrorists? 

When young Muslim doctor, Mohammad 

Haneef was arrested in Australia in June 2007 

for his alleged involvement in British car bomb 

plot, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh 

announced that he is losing sleep over it. 

However, same UPA Prime Minister has never 

lost sleep for 4000+ killed during last 4 years 

due to terrorism or for those who were 

severely injured. 

Mohmmad 

Haneef, Doctor

HOW DID SIMI GROW?

Manmohan Singh, 

Prime Minister, India



SIMI‟s email before blasts quotes 

several messages from Quran to 

justify killing Hindus. They 

openly challenged Islamic 

theologians to deny that the 

position it takes against Hindus 

is not the position of pure Islam. 

The islamists have kept 

deafening silence.

The Holy Text and Terror, S. Gurumurthy, www.gurumurthy.net

Terrorists justified Islam for Jihad - What did 

Islamic theologians say?

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


Deoband Islamic Seminary, where tens of 

thousands of Islamic Clerics graduated over 

years, in their „anti-terror‟ declaration in Feb 

2008, said nothing about Pakistani & Saudi 

sponsorship of terror in India or Indian Muslims‟ 

role as foot soldiers of this Jihad. 

It gave clean chit to SIMI and absolved it of any 

terrorism related activities in India, showing 

Islamic deceit or Taqqiya at its best.

“Unraveling India” Muthuswamy, Frontpagemag.com, Aug 12, 2008 & 

They must be Stopped, by Brigitte Gabriel, ACT of America

Deoband is Indianized version of Wahabbism established in 19
th

Century. Most 

terror outfits in Pakistan, Taliban, many in ISI are considered its followers.

Lies and deceit to Infidels to advance Islam is not only acceptable, it is 

sanctioned & blessed by Prophet, based on treaty of Al-Hudaybiyah by 

Mohammad in 631.

HOW DID SIMI GROW?



The Holy Text and Terror, S. Gurumurthy, www.gurumurthy.net

Secularists say terrorists are misguided youths, angered by 

the Hindu outfits in Gujarat and elsewhere and they should be 

dissuaded from the wrong path. But what the seculars miss is 

that the jihadis claim, on the basis of their faith, the right to 

kill ordinary Hindus. Do the seculars have the guts to ask the 

Islamic scholars to come out and deny that the theological 

position of Islam is not what the terrorists claim it to be?

Not a single secular media or editor, nor any 

political party or leader would dare ask why 

the Islamic theologians are silent on the 

terrorists' view of the holy book.

What has their grievance against Hindu outfits or the 

governments to do with their claim that Islam mandates them 

to attack non-Muslims? The real issue is whether the Islamic 

faith mandates so. 

Terrorists justified Islam for Jihad - What did 

Islamic theologians say?

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


The Holy Text and Terror, S. Gurumurthy, www.gurumurthy.net

Secular Media cites Shabana Azmi's inability to get a fourth flat, in 

the building of her choice in the place of her choice and asks how 

could there be peace with such injustice! But, no section is more 

badly treated or discriminated than the untouchables in India. If 

the seculars' logic for jihadis' violence is applied to them, they 

can legitimately turn terrorists.

But mere grievances cannot produce that deadly hate. It is the 

jihadi theological claim, uncontested by the Islamist clergy and 

the seculars, that makes terror a religious duty, and a deadly one 

at that. Injustice, minus theology, cannot breed that deadly terror. 

Shahbana Azmi

(Claimed discrimination in housing for 

Muslims. Has this humanist spoke against 

terrorists justification from Islam).

Justifying violence for injustices and 

missing Jihadi‟s mandate - by Seculars

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


Secular Media constantly 

brainwash that minorities are being 

suppressed. They say that Godhra train 

burning is an accident (read the account of 

young girl who escaped the train burning 

at www.gujaratriots.com) and that 2000 

Muslims died (wheras Congress party itself 

submitted to parliament on May 2005 that 

790 Muslims and 254 Hindus, total 1044 

died). Isn‟t Gujarat riots a response to a 

gruesome incident, where innocent Hindus 

and Muslims are shamefully targeted?

Tarun Tejpal, Tehelka

Prannoy Roy, NDTV

Rajdeep Sardesai, 

CNN-IBN (Christian 

associated with 

World Vision)

Godhra

Train 

Carnage

Brainwashing minorities are oppressed – by seculars

http://www.gujaratriots.com/


The same media talks about Kashmiri separatists but never 

about the half million Kashmiri Hindus who are terrorised and 

driven from home and living as refugees in their own country in 

sub-human homes for last 18 years. Where are there voices?

When they talk about Orissa violence on Christians they hardly 

refer the murder of 84 year old Swami and two other Swami‟s 

with AK-47‟s and axes by World Vision missionary employees 

in presence of 130 children. They axed his legs and shot 

multiple shots into stomach. Is suffering & hurt different for 

different religions?

Any laws to contain terrorism, should include comprehensive laws on 

media propaganda with stiff fines so as to put them out of business. 

Close watch on their funding resources is imperative. Billions from 

Saudi‟s & Missionaries are playing havoc with India Democracy.

Brainwashing minorities are oppressed – by seculars

Godhra

Train 

Carnage



Certainly YES!

An activist in United States related 

how he was approached by Saudi 

agents for not writing positive 

about Hinduism with a big sum of 

money. If this can happen in USA, 

certainly it is very possible in 

India. Leave alone the corrupt and 

debased politicians. 

Do Saudi‟s pay to media? 



Sonia‟s UPA 

continued 

support to SIMI

even after 2008 

blasts



Soon after Ahmedabad serial blasts on 

July 26
th

, 2008, that killed 50 and 

injured 200 (and serial blasts two days 

before in Bangalore followed by 

defusing of dozens of live bombs in 

Surat), a court in Delhi annulled the 

ban on"Student Islamic Movement of 

India (SIMI)‟ faulting Sonia 

Government for providing"no fresh 

evidence” to continue the ban.

Removal of ban in 2008 by court for 

lack of evidence from Sonia Govt.

Sonia‟s UPA continued support to SIMI



Response of our great leaders when the ban was 

removed by a court in Aug 2008 because UPA 

Govt did not provide enough evidence to court. 

This is soon after Bangalore, 

Ahmedabad and Delhi blasts!!!

Laloo Prasad 

(Railways Minister)

Mulayam 

Singh Yadav

Removal of ban in 2008 – How did seculars react?

“THE BAN ON SIMI WAS 

WRONG IN THE FIRST PLACE”



“Whenever terrorist attacks have taken 

place in the recent past – Rajasthan, 

Maharashtra, Karnataka, Gujarat – it is state 

Govt. that are investigating the matter. It is 

their responsibility to submit evidence 

against SIMI to the Central Govt.”

This is right after Bangalore, Ahmedabad

blasts. Note that UPA was forced to put the 

ban back in 2006 because of overwhelming 

evidence of SIMI involvement in prior blasts.

Shakeel Ahmed

Congress Party Spokesperson

Sonia‟s UPA continued support to SIMI



The other seculars, 

including the “seculars” 

in NDA were careful not 

to fault the Government 

for allowing SIMI to 

escape the charge of 

terror.

Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

Sonia‟s UPA continued support to SIMI

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


The blunders previous NDA Government 

made, such as returning terrorists to 

Kandahar in return for hostages on 

board a hijacked aircraft has enabled 

terrorists to regroup and increase cross 

border terrorism. However, it stood for 

firm laws (such as POTA) that helped 

control it. Congress P. Chidambaram 

acknowledged that Kandhahar is a 

difficult decision since the lives of 189 

passengers was at stake.

Sonia‟s UPA continued support to SIMI

Source: SIMI‟s Secular Admirers by Gurumurthy, See: www.gurumurthy.net

http://www.gurumurthy.net/


“It was only three days ago that the 

Centre filed an affidavit in the Supreme 

Court saying that the SIMI, of which 

Abu Bashir was an important operative, 

carried out the terror attack on 

Ahmedabad that killed 55 innocents.

Bashir had told the interrogators that he had 

attended terror training camps at Dharwad in 

Karnataka, Khandwa in Madhya Pradesh and 

Vagamom in Kerala. According to the police, 

Bashir motivated SIMI activists to carry 

out the attacks. Bashir had made Ahmedabad his 

base for two months and had stayed at a rented 

house in Vatva from where he controlled the 

entire operations”.

Source: Economic Times, Aug 23, 2008

Arrest of Mastermind – Abu Bashir



Sonia‟s UPA ministers Ram Vilas 

Paswan, Laloo Yadav and 

Samajvadi‟s Abu Azmi, Congress 

ex-CM of UP Ram Naresh Yadav

and BSP‟s Akbar Ahmed (aka 

dumpy) travelled to Azamgarh, 

home of Ahmedabad terror 

mastermind, Abu Bashir for sharing 

his family‟s"anguish” over arrest.

Arrest of Mastermind – Abu Bashir –

How did Seculars react?

Source: Economic Times, Aug 23, 2008



Ram Vilas 

Paswan (UPA 

cabinet member)

Laloo Yadav 

(UPA cabinet 

member)

Ram Naresh Yadav 

(Congress ex-CM of UP)

Akbar Ahmed (aka dumpy) 

(Bahujan Samaj Party and 

MP from Azamgarh)

Abu Azmi 

(Samajvadi 

Party)

Sonia‟s UPA Govt. - Champions for the 

cause of Human Rights Disaster & 

Terror merchants in India

Source: Economic Times, Aug 23, 2008



Is not India heading 

towards many (90+) 

mini Pakistans under 

Sachar committee, 

where Hindus and 

other non-Muslims will 

be increasingly 

marginalised.



Phony Sachar Committee report for 

Vote banks, the greatest threat to 

India‟s unity

Dr. T. H. Chowdhary, Retd. Director for Center for Telecom Mgmt 

and Studies, Chairman of Pragna Bharati, Andhra Pradesh, 

Former Information and Technology Advisor to Andhra Govt.

For implementing the Sachar Committee Report, 90 districts are 

going to be created for Muslims majority areas by spending 15% of 

the 11th Five Year Plan in these districts. The moment Muslims 

arrive at 30 to 45% population the Hindus will flee from those areas 

just as all Hindus fled from Kashmir Valley, from Mallapuram in 

Kerala and Maywat districts in Haryana respectively. These 90 

districts will then demand for autonomy and when it is granted they 

will ask for independence just as Kashmir is wanting. How the USSR 

was broken into 9 independent state Yugoslovia into 6 states; India 

is going to be broken up into 90 Muslim Pakistans within what is 

India. By about 2050 Muslims will be able to dominate almost every 

constituency in India. When may be America alone will be the refuge 

for people who still think and want to live as Hindus. There may be 

pockets like Guajrat just as Israel is a pocket for Jews.



Check following websites for ongoing 

news about Jihad related to India

http://atlasshrugs2

000.typepad.com/a

tlas_shrugs/india_fi

ghting_the_jihad

http://www.hhrw.org



IS UPA GOVT. 

WITH 

TERRORISTS OR 

AGAINST THE 

TERRORISTS?



WHO ARE WORSE?

TERRORISTS? OR 

THE SECULARS 

WHO BREED THE 

ENVIRONMENT 

THAT GENERATES 

TERRORISTS?



What can India 

learn from 

other countries 

in dealing with 

terrorism?



USA: After 9/11 there was not a single 

attack in United States since 2001. USA 

enacted Patriot‟s Act to cope with war on 

terror.

SPAIN: After 2004 Madrid train attack, 

not a single major attack occurred in 

Spain. 

UK: In spite of continued threats, UK 

successfully thwarted diabolical plans of 

terrorists successfully by constant and 

diligent surveillance. It has POTA type 

laws.

How other Countries dealt with Terrorism?



Australia: Australia enacted Anti-

Terrorism Act of 2005 that is elaborate 

with effective tools for security 

agencies to combat terrorism. 

Australian Premier said he supports 

spy agencies monitoring his Nations‟ 

mosques and asked those who want to 

live under Sharia Law to get out of 

Australia.

France: France has effective 

mechanisms of monitoring Mosques and 

terrorism activities.

How other Countries dealt with Terrorism?



The Third Jihad

http://www.TheThirdJihad.com

Obsession Radical Islam 10 Parts (FOX News)

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_q

uery=obsession+radical+islam&page=2

The Threat of Radical Islam, 6 Parts (FOX News)

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=The+

threat+of+radical+islam&search_type=&aq=f

Radical Islam: Terror in its Own Words 

http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=radical+is

lam+terror+in+its+own+words&search_type=&aq=f

How the West is educating people 

about radical Islam



India can certainly control 

Terrorism. But for that, it requires 

Political Will and courage like that 

of Australian Premier John Howard.

Unfortunately, Indian Politicians are ethically 

and morally bankrupt. For most part, they are 

refuse of the great country, India. 

But Indians themselves are to blame for voting 

for them. Perhaps it is the middle class Indians 

for not exercising their vote and leaving 

elections to downtrodden who are extensively 

manipulated by Politicians.

CAN INDIA CONTROL TERRORISM?



India needs to enact acts like 

Patriot Act of USA or Anti-

Terrorism act of Australia to 

empower the valiant security 

forces who are defending our 

motherland and to help them to 

eradicate the scourge of islamist

jihadi terror. There should be 

resolve, and enemies should know 

that resolve will be implemented.

Ajit Kumar Doval, in a lecture in Chennai



HISTORY OF 

ISLAMIC 

JIHAD IN 

INDIA



During 1400 years of Islamic 

rule and Jihad, 270 million 

people across the globe 

were killed. They are 120 

million Africans, 60 million 

Christians, 80 million Hindus 

and 10 million Buddhists. 

Book: They must be stopped, Brigitee Gabriel, St. Martin‟s Press

A glimpse of massacre in the name of Islam during 

last 1400 years - when killing, raping, looting is “holy”

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA



“...the Islamic conquest of India is 

probably the bloodiest story in history. 

It is a discouraging tale, for its evident 

moral is that civilization is a precious 

good, whose delicate complex order 

and freedom can at any moment be 

overthrown by barbarians invading from 

without and multiplying from within.”

By American Historian, Will Durant in “The Story of 

Civilization”, based on the accounts of Muslim 

Chroniclers of history during those times.

Hindu Holocaust during Islamic invasion 

is even bigger than Jewish holocaust

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA



“From the time Muslims started 

arriving, around 632 AD, the history 

of India becomes a long, monotonous 

series of murders, massacres, 

spoilations, destructions. It is, as 

usual, in the name of 'a holy war' of 

their faith, of their sole God, that the 

barbarians have destroyed 

civilisations, wiped out entire races.”

By Alain Danielou in Histoire de la Inde, 

based on the accounts of Muslim 

Chroniclers of history during those times.

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA



A nutshell of what Islamic Invasions 

entail from Islamic historians.

• Of Muslims martyred

• Of Kafirs (Hindu infidels) dispatched to hell

• Of Cities and citadels sacked

• Of Brahmins killed or forced to eat beef

• Of blood flowed in torrents as slaughter of Hindus increase 

for sake of Islam

• Of temples razed to the ground and mosques raised on their 

sites.

• Of idols broken and their pieces taken to imperial 

headquarters for being trodden underfoot by the faithful on 

steps of main mosque

The dominant theme of all such accounts of 1100 

years of brutal Islamic history is (700 to 1800):

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA



• Of booty captured and carried away on the elephants, 

camels, horses, bullock carts, on backs of sheep and goats 

and even on heads of Hindu prisoners of war

• Of beautiful Hindu maidens presented to the sultans and 

distributed among Muslim generals and nobles.

• Of Hindu men, women and children sold in slavery markets 

all over the Islamic world

• Of Kafirs converted to the"true faith” a the point of sword.

All these accounts were documented by 

Islamic historians with not a single note of 

pity, or regret, or reflection over deeds of 

wanton cruelty. On the contrary they 

express extreme satisfaction and gleeful 

gratitude that their mission is fulfilled in the 

name of their God and Prophet.

Source: Crimes against India, Stephen Knapp

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA



Between year 1000 and 1525 

Hindu population in Indian 

subcontinent decreased by 

as many as 80 million.

-- K.C. Lal

Islamic conquest of India is 

probably the bloodiest story 

in human history.

--US Historian Will Durant

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA



Aurangzeb forcing demolition of Somnath Temple 

(Between 1659 & 1707 he destroyed 

more than 10,000 temples)

FACT Exhibition on Aurangzeb, according to Mughal records

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA



Hindus forced to pay Jizyah tax and suffer 

humiliation from overbearing Jizyah collectors

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA

FACT Exhibition on Aurangzeb, according to Mughal records



Martyrdom of Ninth Sikh Guru Tegh Bahadurji by Aurangzeb

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA

FACT Exhibition on Aurangzeb, according to Mughal records



Cutting into two pieces of Sikh Bhai Mati Das ji, true 

follower of Sri Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji, by Aurangzeb

FACT Exhibition on Sikhs, the defenders of Indian Dharma

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA



Burning alive of Sikh Bhai Sati Das ji, disciple of Sri 

Guru Tegh Bahadur Ji, on orders of Aurangzeb

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA

FACT Exhibition on Sikhs, the defenders of Indian Dharma



Torture to death of Sikh Bhai Mani Singh ji, a preacher 

of Dharma by Governor of Lahore, Zakaria Khan

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA

FACT Exhibition on Sikhs, the defenders of Indian Dharma



Burying alive of third and fourth sons of 

Sri Guru Govind ji by Mughals

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA

FACT Exhibition on Sikhs, the defenders of Indian Dharma



Torture to death of Baba Banda Singh along with 740 Sikh 

Warriors (see the heads of beheaded Sikh warriors on the poles)

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA

FACT Exhibition on Sikhs, the defenders of Indian Dharma



Killing of hundreds of innocent men, women and children by 

one of most cruel governors in History of Islam, Mir Mannu

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA

FACT Exhibition on Sikhs, the defenders of Indian Dharma



Guess how many streets 

in India today are named 

after Aurangzeb? 

Only in India can you see 

tormentors being honored 

because of lack of 

knowledge of the past?

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA



FACT Exhibition on Sikhs, the defenders of Indian Dharma

A glimpse of the horrors during partition 

of India, from Time Magazine in 1947



In 1947, population of Hindus in Pakistan was 25%, today it is 1%.

In Bangla Desh it was 30%, today it is 7%.

The Vested Property Act allows Bangla Desh Government to 

siege any non-Muslim properties.

(Compare this increase of Muslim 

population from 7% to 14% in India).

Is this fate in-waiting to Indian non-Muslims as Muslims 

number grow to majority by tipping point in 50 years? Can 

Muslims give one proof that these are imagined fears? Were 

not the Christians driven out of Lebanon as Muslims gained 

majority through increased population? 

Hindu American Foundation report submitted to US legislators 

recorded 270 acts of murder, rape, kidnapping, temple 

destruction, and land grab targeting Hindus in just six months 

in 2007 in Bangla Desh.

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA –

PARTITION OF INDIA 1947



FACT Exhibition on Bangla Desh, Asru

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA –

PARTITION OF INDIA 1947



Massive population 

exchange where 14.5 

million people crossed 

newly formed borders. 

According to Library of 

Congress, more than 3 

million Hindus migrated 

from East Pakistan (now 

Bangla Desh) and 864,000 

Muslims to East Pakistan. 

Additional 2.5 million 

Hindu refugees left East 

Pakistan between 1947 

and 1950 due to 

continued persecution 

after partition.

HISTORY OF ISLAMIC JIHAD IN INDIA –

PARTITION OF INDIA 1947

FACT Exhibition on Bangla Desh, Asru



Today, 350,000 Kashmiri Hindus are brutally terrorised, 

raped and ethnically cleansed from their homes and are 

living as refugees in subhuman homes in their country 

for 18 years. Media, politicians go about they do not 

even exist. Does anyone fathom the crime involved? 

Kashmiri separatists continue to destroy the temples in 

Kashmir and talibanize it.

As Muslims grow in larger percentage in 

various pockets of the country, what is 

the fate of the new minorities?

Atrocities in Kashmir – Kashmiri Pandits



Global Jihadi participation in Kashmir between 1991 - 1999

Atrocities in Kashmir – Kashmiri Pandits

FACT Exhibition on Kashmir, India



Jihadis voice of Terror, shouting,"If you wish to live in 

Kashmir, you must praise Allah is great. We want Pakistan, 

with Kashmiri Hindu women without their men”.

Atrocities in Kashmir – Kashmiri Pandits

FACT Exhibition on Kashmir, India



Torture and Death. Burning and smashing heads.

Atrocities in Kashmir – Kashmiri Pandits

FACT Exhibition on Kashmir, India



Burning pyres of 24 Kashmiri Hindus. Islamic terrorists disguised in 

army uniforms, order them to line up outside home and shot them.

Atrocities in Kashmir – Kashmiri Pandits

FACT Exhibition on Kashmir, India



350,000 Kashmiri Hindus living as refugees in their own 

country in squalid conditions for last 18 years!!

Atrocities in Kashmir – Kashmiri Pandits

FACT Exhibition on Kashmir, India



A 1997 study based on inquiries of various migrant 

camps in Jammu and Delhi revealed that only 16 

births compared to 49 deaths in about 300 families 

between 1990 and 1995, a period during which 

terrorist violence in J&K was at peak. The deaths 

were mostly of people in the age group of 20 to 45. 

Causes of low birth rates were primarily identified 

as premature menopause in women, hypo-function 

of the reproductive system and lack of adquate

accomodation and privacy. Doctors treating various 

kashmiri Hindu patients assert that they had aged 

physically and mentally by 10 to 15 years beyond 

their natural age, and that there was a risk that the 

Hindus could face extinction if current trends 

persist.

Atrocities in Kashmir – Kashmiri Pandits

FACT Exhibition on Kashmir, India



On the conditions at the camps, one report stated that at the Muthi camp on 

the outskirts of Jammu where a large number of the Pandits stayed after 

migration from the valley, a single room was being shared by three 

generations. In certain cases at other places, six families live in a hall 

seperated by partitions of blankets or bed sheets.

Atrocities in Kashmir – Kashmiri Pandits

FACT Exhibition on Kashmir, India



Two panchayats in Tamilnadu where 

Muslims gained majority, the Panchayat

denied civic services to non-Muslim colonies 

unless they agree to convert. The residents 

of those colonies received a letter in Urdu 

which they did not even understand. It took 

appeal to High court to address the issue.

What does this portent to the new 

minorities in pockets of India? Will 

new Pakistans come out of India? 

Where is the secular media in 

reporting these events?

Inside India… Formation of new Pakistans out of India



ISLAMIC 

Genocide in 

Bangla Desh



FACT Exhibition on Bangladesh, Asru

Genocide in Bangladesh



Gang 

raping of 

Hindu 

girls, as 

young as 

eight 

years old

Genocide in Bangladesh

FACT Exhibition on Bangladesh, Asru



Genocide in Bangladesh

Sample 

data on 

murders, 

rapes, loot 

in over five 

administrative 

domains 

between 1992-

1994

FACT Exhibition on Bangladesh, Asru



Genocide in Bangladesh

FACT Exhibition on Bangladesh, Asru



GLIMPSE OF 

ISLAM & 

JIHADI 

PREACHINGS





Taqiyya, is islamic

concept of 

use of deceptive speech 

and action to advance the 

interests and supremacy 

of Islam. Imam Rauf, USA 

is master of Taqiyya.

What is Taqqiyah?



Understanding Islamic Terms

Islam Submission (to Allah) 

Infidel Non-Believer in Islam (all Non-Muslims) 

Dar-ul-Islam

Land conquered by Islam (Islam divides world into land conquered 

to Islam and land of infidels which it is war with until it is 

conquered)

Dar-ul-Harb Land of war of Islam with infidels. 

Shariah law

System of Laws evolved to force infidels to convert and to keep 

those converted in Islam (with concept of apostasy etc), when 

Islamists conquered swathes of land with brutality & war of 

deceit. 

Jizya

Is oppressive tax collected from infidels to force conversions or 

finance Islamic expeditions and rule. 

Dhimmi Infidel governed accordance to Shariah law.

Taqqiyah

Use of deceptive speech and action to advance 

the interest and supremacy of Islam.

Jihad

Struggle or holy war. Muhammad calls war is deceit and that there 

is no loss for war against infidels. If war is won, the wealth and 

women of infidels is yours, if death comes in course of war, one 

can enjoy eternal life near Allah with 72 virgins and young boys. 

Victimhood is one of the effective ploys used by Islamists to 

conquer infidels. 31% of Islamic scriptures is about war 

against Infidels. 



What is a Mosque?

The Mosques are our barracks, the 

domes our helmets, the minarets our 

bayonets and the faithful our soldiers... 

Turkish Prime Minister Tayyip Erdoğan

A Mosque is not just center for worship but also used 

throughout history as a fortress for war against infidels 

(non believers) where arms are cached & fiery sermons are 

delivered to men sitting in rows like in an army. Almost 

without exception all Islamist atrocities are performed after 

Friday prayers with a fiery sermon. It is used as a symbol of 

conquest and sign of supremacy built over the destroyed 

worship places of infidels. Mosque at Ground Zero by Imam 

Rauf is such a symbol and choice of name, „Cordoba‟ from 

history implies that. 3 out of 4 Mosques in US which are 

funded by Saudi‟s are radical. 30,000 Muslim children in US 

attend Saudi wahabbi schools where intolerance, outright 

rejection of American and democratic values are taught.



Understanding Islamic Trilogy is key to 

understanding Islamic intolerance and terror

KORAN: 64 % devoted to Kafir (unbeliever), fully 19% is about violent Jihad, Only 

2.6% is for tolerance and that becomes 0% when abrogation (later verse takes 

precedence) is applied. Says Kafir may be deceived (Taqqiyah), plotted against, 

hated, enslaved, mocked, tortured and worse. Promises after life with Allah with 72 

virgins for being true follower of prophet, who is a perfect Muslim.

SIRA (Biography of Muhammad)

75% is about Jihad against Kafirs, 91 % deals with Mohammad struggle with 

Kafirs. Gives 5 times more coverage to Politics than religion. HADITH

(Stories/Traditions of Muhammad: 32% of the text devoted to Kafir

Muhammad preached Islam for 13 years in Mecca and got 150 

followers. Once forced to move to Medina, he became a politician 

and warrior. During the last 9 years of his life, he was involved in 

an event of violence every 6 weeks when he got estimated 

100,000 followers. Most conversions are due to political and 

violent process that continues to today. His multiple marriages 

and to 9 year old girl is another story.

Islamic Trilogy consists of KORAN (Mecca and Medina parts), SIRA

(life of Muhammad) and HADITH (Stories & Traditions of Muhammad). 

SUNNAH is combination of Sira and Hadith. 

Source: Center for Study of Political Islam



Islam is predominantly political. 60% of Islam Trilogy is about Kafir

(unbeliever) and how to conquer and submit kafir to Islam. A Kafir is 

equivalent to animal that is practiced even today in Saudi Arabia‟s 

legal system where Koran is the country‟s constitution.

31% of Islam Trilogy is about Jihad against Kafir to 

submit to Islam. Only 2% is inner Jihad which is 

used to deceive that it is religion of peace

Though there are verses putting mothers above all men, the great 

majority of Islam places woman in inferior or low status to men. For 

e.g, it requires 4 men to prove a rape and allows man to beat a 

woman if she is not subservient to him and allows polygamy. Muslims 

in Africa circumcise girls to deprive future sexual pleasure.

The anti-Jew text in Islam trilogy is worse than Hitler‟s Mein 

Kampf. The ethical dualism is most prominent when Islam 

talks about Jews. While Mecca Koran is favorable it becomes 

hatred and vitriolic (e.g., jews are pigs) in Medina Koran.

Understanding Islamic Trilogy is key to 

understanding Islamic intolerance and terror

Source: Center for Study of Political Islam



Understanding Islamic Trilogy is key to 

understanding Islamic intolerance and terror

Source: Center for Study of Political Islam



Sample hate Speech in Islamic Scriptures

Verily, the unbelievers are najis [unclean]. (9:28)

Ten things are essentially najis [unclean] in Islam:

FROM KORAN: Slay the unbelievers wherever you catch them. (2:191)

Fight them, until there is no more dissent &religion is that of Allah (2:193)

The vilest of animals in Allah‟s sight are those who disbelieve. (8:55)

Let not the believers take for friends or helpers unbelievers (3:28)

I will instill terror into the hearts of the unbelievers: smite ye above their 

necks and smite all their fingertips off them (8:12)

1. Urine 6. Dog

2. Feces 7. Pig

3. Semen 8. The sweat of an animal who eats najis things

4. Dead body 9. Alcoholic beverages

5. Blood 10. Kafir (non-Muslim) 

ALL NON-MUSLIMS ARE EQUIVALENT 

TO URINE, FECES, PIGS, DEAD BODY…

http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/002.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/002.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/003.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/008.qmt.html


Different forms of Islamic 

Jihad against Infidels 

Demographic Jihad: Produce many 

babies to subvert the democratic 

systems, for e.g, Europe will be Eurabia

in two decades. THIS IS BIGGEST 

THREAT THERE IS TODAY TO EUROPE.

Overt (violent) Jihad: Jihad of terrorists, since 

9/11 (up to Aug 2009) they killed 75,038 in 20+ 

countries. Recruitment is through fiery 

sermons, spread hate speech worldwide using 

technology, play victimhood, prison 

conversions & even border infiltration.



Stealth Jihad (Taqiyya): Practitioners of Taqiyya

or deception by participating in interfaith 

discussions and spreading untruths about true 

nature of Islam, Shariah and the Islamic history. 

Also, refers to using false victimhood which is 

highly effective in motivating young & educated 

Muslims to take up terrorism.

Political Jihad: Infiltrate infidel institutions such as 

Political, Educational, Financial and Media to help the 

process of Islamization. Islamic Chairs in elite 

universities, corruption of local politicians, Shariah

financing in Wall street and Control of Media through 

Ads and major share (Saudi prince own 5% of Fox!).

Different forms of Islamic 

Jihad against Infidels 



Special Privileges Jihad: Asking for 

special privileges from host country to 

displace, replace and tax infidel existing 

systems with intent to bring them down.

Love Jihad: Encourage Muslims boys with 

special privileges for marrying women of infidels 

with purpose of converting them. Muslim women 

are not allowed to marry outside. In India, 

Muslims boys in Kerala state were encouraged 

to marry infidel Hindu and Christian girls and 

then use them as Jihadi bombs.

Different forms of Islamic 

Jihad against Infidels 



Images of Islamic Jihad 

(75,038 killed since 9/11 in USA & counting)



Saudi‟s 

Teaching 

Hate



From Pre-school onwards 

Saudi‟s teach hate towards 

Kafirs. That is why almost 

all terrorists involved in 9/11 

attack are well educated 

Saudis who literally 

believed they will go to 

heaven by killing thousands.

Saudi‟s Teaching Hate



Saudis are funding 

mosques through 

phony charities 

around the world 

creating a bloody 

mayhem. Most of it is 

Petro Dollars.

Saudi‟s Teaching Hate



Today, Saudi Arabia is helping 

to build up Madrassas (and 

Mosques) all over India 

impregnating young Muslim 

Children with verses that 

teaches intolerance. If these 

children advance in society, 

they become a menace like 

the SIMI.

Saudi‟s Teaching Hate



Mullahs are asking Muslims to 

breed so that they can take 

over the democracy by sheer 

numbers, eventually driving 

the whole country into 

ghettos and trample 

democracy, development, loss 

of woman rights and freedom 

of thought through Sharia.

Saudi‟s Teaching Hate



While a Hindu Child is 

taught all religions 

are true, a Muslim 

child is taught Allah is 

the only God and non-

believers (Kafirs) are 

to be exterminated. 



Muslims who interpret 

Islamic scriptures 

literally, should replace 

every word Kafir with 

Muslim and they will 

understand the import 

of what it teaches.

Breaking the Cycle of Crimes against Humanity



Nothing short of disowning and 

discarding the outright references to 

kill, mutilate, maim the Kafir‟s

(unbelievers) and concepts of Dar Al 

Islam (House of Islam) and Dar Al 

Harb (house of war until all are 

converted) in Islamic scriptures 

(Koran, Sira, Hadith) will save the 

humanity from radical islamic

scourge. It will ultimately consume 

even the so called seculars and silent 

Muslims and will throw humanity 

back into barbaric Medieval era.



Muslims in India should not 

forget that their ancestors 

are Hindus who are most 

likely forced, abused or 

terrorised to convert.

There was NOT a SINGLE 

(converted) Muslim in India prior 

to 711 AD. Today it is 154 Million, 

second largest Muslim population in 

the World!!!



Muslims in India 

should recognise that 

Hindus are their 

brothers who share 

same ancestry. Their 

flesh and blood belong 

to Indian soil, not 

foreign Arab land.



Muslims lack of development is 

not due to non-Muslims, it is their 

own ghetto mentality, that 

politicians often take advantage 

of. With only 14% population, India 

had 3 Muslim Presidents, 4 top 

Bollywood Muslim actors with 

Bollywood controlled by Muslims. 

Name one, JUST ONE Muslim 

majority country where non-Muslims 

have same advantage? Compare 

how Malaysia treats its minorities?



Sampling of Radical Islam in Malaysia

Protestors threaten bloodshed over Hindu Temple, Aug 2009

After destroying more than 10,000 Hindu Temples with the premise that they are 

built illegally (built during British time when British allowed the laborers to build 

temples on the plantation sites - only Hindu Temples are targeted while 

Mosques are left alone), Malay Muslims parade with a cow head after prayers 

threatening with bloodshed over building of a Hindu Temple in a Muslim area. 

Ponder how one can be motivated to perform such acts after prayer.

Why „Cow head'? Cow is considered sacred for Hindus. This is 

to terrorise Hindus. If bloodshed would occur, Hindus heads 

will substitute cow head and their women will be raped. This 

type of behavior is sanctioned by Islamic scriptures. 



Sampling of Quranic verses used by Islamic Fundamentalists

How much of Islamic Scriptures (Koran, Sira and Hadith) 

contribute to violence? 61 percent of Koran speak ill of 

unbelievers 2.6% speaks well of humanity (even that vanishes if 

Islam is not accepted) 146 references of Hell in Koran & 6% is 

for moral failings, 94% for sin of disagreeing with Muhammad

Sura (8:55) - Surely the vilest of animals in 

Allah's sight are those who disbelieve .

Sura (48:29) - Muhammad is the messenger of 

Allah. And those with him are hard (ruthless) 

against the disbelievers and merciful among 

themselves.

Sura (9:30) - And the Jews say: Ezra is the son 

of Allah, and the Christians say: The Messiah is 

the son of Allah... Allah (Himself) fights against 

them. How perverse are they! 

http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/008.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/048.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/048.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/009.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/009.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/009.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/008.qmt.html


Sura (8:12) - I will cast terror into the hearts of 

those who disbelieve. Therefore strike off their 

heads and strike off every fingertip of them.

Sura (9:123) - O you who believe! Fight those of 

the unbelievers who are near to you and let 

them find in you hardness.

Sura (5:33) - The punishment of those who wage 

war against Allah and His messenger and strive 

to make mischief in the land is only this, that 

they should be murdered or crucified or their 

hands and their feet should be cut off on 

opposite sides or they should be imprisoned; 

this shall be as a disgrace for them in this 

world, and in the hereafter they shall have a 

grievous chastisement.

Sampling of Quranic verses used by Islamic Fundamentalists

http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/008.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/009.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/009.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/005.qmt.html
http://www.usc.edu/dept/MSA/quran/005.qmt.html


Are Islamic Scriptures (Koran, Sira, Hadith) 

themselves the root of the problem?

From book, “Defeating Political Islam”, Moorthy Muthuswamy (Prometheus books)

• 61 percent of Koran speak ill of unbelievers. 67% of Koran of 

Mecca is about condemning unbelievers and 51% of Koran of 

Medina is for violent conquest and subjugation of unbelievers.

• Only 2.6% of Koran speaks well of humanity (even that vanishes 

if Islam is not accepted). Out of 153,207 words in Koran, only 

4,018 words offer goodness to all humanity, which is again denied 

at later chapters.

• There are 146 references of Hell in Koran out of which 6% is for 

moral failings, 94% for sin of disagreeing with Muhammad 

• 75% of Sira (life of Muhammad) is about Jihad

• 20% of Bukhari‟s Hadith is about jihad and (external) politics

• Violence and suffering are promised to 100% of those who do 

not believe in Muhammad.

• Fully 19% of Koran calls for violent conquest and subjugation of 

unbelievers.



What can 

YOU do?



Donate your time and 

resources for activism. It 

is because of valiant 

efforts of few that helped 

Hinduism survive while 

many nations of the world 

were forced to submit to 

Islam & Missionaries.

What can YOU do?



Work to create a 

strong and powerful 

media that espouses 

the Greatness of 

Hindu causes in the 

lines of „Al Jazeera‟ 

for Muslims. 

What can YOU do?



Spread the word 

„Hindu Vote is Sacred‟ 

and urge every single 

Hindu to Vote.

Help get the debased 

politicians out of 

power.

What can YOU do?



Never allow anyone 

denigrate the great 

religion Hinduism. Stand 

up for it, whether it is 

media, US legislators or 

Indian Politicians.

What can YOU do?

Visit www.hinduismtoday.com, 

www.hinduwisdom.info to get a glimpse 

of what Hindusim is about.



Work as if your 

house is burning to 

stop Islamic 

Terrorism and 

Missionary 

Conversions in India.

What You can d?What can YOU do?



Partner with Organizations 

working against Radical 

Islam such as ACT for 

America by Brigitte Gabriel. 

We cannot fight 

this alone.
http://www.actforamerica.org/

What can YOU do?

http://www.actforamerica.org/


Hindus are successful 

businessmen and 

entrepreneurs. If they put 

their mind to it they will 

find solutions. We can 

also learn a lot from 

Jewish people and join 

hands with them.



What India needs is not 

a Hindu, Caste Hindu, 

Muslim, Christian, 

Sikh, Parsi, or Jain. It 

desperately needs an 

Indian



May God 

Bless India

contact@HinduHumanRightsWatch.org

www.hhrw.org


